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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. The extensive stream monitoring project described in this report was designed and implemented under
a contract with the Washington Department of Natural Resources. It constitutes the monitoring
component of the overall Timber Fish and Wildlife - Coordinated Monitoring, Evaluation and Research
agenda.
2. This interim report covers the biennial contract period July 1, 1989 through June 30, 1991, and does not
include analysis of data collected during the subsequent field season. Data analysis is an iterative
process, with that described herein reflecting the work done to date. Many promising ideas have been
identified to explore in future analyses.
3. The goal of this project is to design and implement a pilot level state wide monitoring project to aid in
the understanding of the relationship between forest land management practices and protection of public
natural resources of fish, wildlife and water quality.
4. The emphasis of this project is on in stream habitat and channel condition. The biological link between
fish habitat and fish production will be done through future joint studies conducted with related TFW
research projects.
5. The objectives for accomplishing the goal include:
a. Establishing a quantitatively based monitoring program to determine baseline (where possible) and
current condition and trends (in time) of in stream fish habitat, riparian areas and channel conditions
found within forested watersheds where timber management occurs; and determine if meaningful
changes in key indicators of riparian conditions can be detected;
b. Testing the need for and assumptions of a basin level landscape classification scheme to determine
if it is useful in understanding the sensitivity of watersheds to impacts associated with industrial
scale timber management activities, and cumulative effects;
c. Integrating this monitoring project with related concurrent research, especially that supported by
TFW, as such opportunities arise.
6. The approach to designing a broad scale stream monitoring project include:
a. Identification of 22 key stream and riparian variables that respond to changes in the amount of
sediment and stream discharge carried by stream channels, and in the amount of woody debris found
in streams within forested basins;
b. Selection of methods to reliably measure these variables;
c. Preparation of a field manual of standardized methods and data collection field forms to ensure
consistency;
d. Conducting training workshops for interested TFW cooperators in execution of the standardized
field methods;
e. Designing a quality assurance element for the field work to validate assumptions that the survey
results are reliable;
f. Developing a means to quickly and reliably transcribe data from field forms to a computer
database;
g. Designing a structure for database management to organize data compilation, analysis and
transfer.
7. Three components of a hierarchical landscape classification scheme (ecoregions, valley segments and
habitat units) were evaluated for their usefulness in relating stream and riparian conditions to landscape
level features. It was hoped that this would allow results from surveyed stream reaches to be confidently
extrapolated to areas similar in character but for which no survey data is available.
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8. During the two year contract period 196 individual valley segments within four forested ecoregions were
surveyed using the standardized field methods developed for this project. Nearly all of the sampled
stream reaches were located in areas of intensive timber management. Eighteen segment types were
evaluated state wide. Valley segments are discrete reaches of stream that are distinguished by
combinations of five characteristics as described by Cupp (1989). They vary in length from a minimum
of 1000 feet (305 m) to over 9 miles (14.4 km). Individual data summaries are available for each segment
surveyed. Summary statistics for all segments surveyed are presented.
9. Results of data analysis described in the report segments surveyed include:
a. Quality assurance aspects of habitat unit identification;
b. Use of the Hankin & Reeves visual estimation technique for assessing habitat unit dimensions;
c. Distribution of segments by ecoregion,
d. Habitats as predictor of ecoregion,
f. Bankfull width by segment type and channel bankfull width to depth ratio, bankfull width sorted
by an index of channel gradient and confinement;
g. Sediment particle size distribution by segment type and channel gradient and confinement index;
h. Large woody debris (LWD) pieces by segment type, bankfull width, and gradient/confinement
index;
i. Percent habitat area comprised by pools by segment type and G/C index,
j. Pool type frequency sorted by segment type and G/C index,
k. Percent of pools formed by organic (LWD) obstructions by segment type and G/C index; and
1. Cross-sectional profile survey results for one transect on the Pysht River.
10. Analysis of the two years of data indicates that the traditional aspects of pool:riffle ratio and channel
width:depth ratio are highly variable for streams found within basins managed for timber production.
This variability is either natural or the result of cumulative changes induced by timber harvesting
activities in the basins sampled. Stratifying the data by valley segment alone does not show any
discernable trends, that is valley segments are not particularly useful for describing predictable features
of either riparian condition, habitat characteristics or channel geometry.
11. Interpretation of data from the first two field seasons is difficult with out sufficient information on
watershed disturbance history and natural variability. Stream condition in one segment can only be
judged relative to another segment of similar character. Without a reference condition or standard
against which to compare the results of our analysis it is speculative to give a "status" on the condition
of a particular segment. Reference sites were selected from streams entirely within old growth
watersheds during the 1991 field season. These data will be incorporated into future analyses.
12. The results of the quality assurance analysis although preliminary suggest that the habitat
classification system (Sullivan 1986) used proved difficult to employ. Field crews had difficulty
consistently identifying distinct unit types given the diagnostic criteria in this system.
Recommendations are provided to enhance the reliability of the monitoring project.
13.
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INTRODUCTION

The following report examines data collected for
the biennial period 1 July 1989 through 30 June 1991
on the Timber Fish & Wildlife - Stream Ambient
Monitoring Project. This project has been conducted under a contract between the Washington
Department of Natural Resources and the Center for
Stream side Studies at the University of Washington.
This summary includes field site locations, data
summary, initial sorting and preliminary analysis of
field survey data collected during the biennial contract period. Some additional data from the 1991
field season has been included to strengthen some
portions of the data analysis, although its inclusion
in the overall database is pending.
Working with the TFW Ambient Monitoring
Steering Committee, the Center for Stream side Studies has developed a standardized, basin-level survey
methodology and provides training and technical
assistance in its use to tribal, state, and private
industry resource managers. The Center provides
project administration and oversight on study design, site selection, field data collection, data transcription, database design and maintenance, data
sorting, analysis, and distribution.
The monitoring field project has limited its initial
focus to an extensive inventory of variables describing physical fish habitat and channel features of
forested streams state wide. Particular emphasis is
placed on obtaining repeatable surveys that, in the
short-term, are used to evaluate present resource
conditions and highlight channel character and
in stream habitat of streams from different forested
watersheds of Washington state. In the long term,
these data will be used to establish trends in the
condition of forested streams state wide.
Legal & Institutional Background
Since the late 1950’s, there has been growing
public concern over the adverse effects of forest hind
management on public resources -- particularly water
quality and stream condition. Much of this concern
has focused on the dramatic decline in the number of
salmon and trout returning to their natal streams in
Northwest fiver basins. Concern for these fish
resources involves complex economic, cultural, and
legal issues that will continue to dominate resource
management well into the future. The outcome of
the US Supreme Court decision upholding treatysecured tribal fishing fights in US v. Washington
(1974) gave substantial weight to the implied responsibility to protect essential freshwater and ma-

rine habitats that support salmon. Recent petitions
under the Endangered Species Act to declare certain
stocks of Northwest salmonids as threatened with
extinction have added to this concern.
In the US Environmental Protection Agency’s
most recent National Water Quality Inventory: Report to Congress (1986), non-point sources (NPS)
represented the dominant fraction of the nation’s
remaining surface water pollution problems. With
The Water Quality Act of 1987, Congress gave
states and local governments the front line responsibilities for assessing the condition of their surface
waters and devising effective solutions to their NPS
problems (EPA 1989). The Department of Ecology
has this lead responsibility for Washington State.
Under the Clean Water Act, the term water quality is used in its broadest sense to include not only the
traditional chemical and physical constituents, but
designated uses such as recreation and maintenance
of beneficial uses including resident and anadromous fish populations and aquatic community health.
The need to protect this use necessitates concern
over other water resource values such as structural
components of the aquatic habitat, including, the
amount of in stream large woody debris that gives
complexity to the stream environment: the type,
depth and area of pools, the density, of the riparian
forest canopy, and the particle size of the bed
material (MacDonald et ai., 1991).
The Forest Practices Rules and Regulations as
modified in 1987 are administered by the Department of Natural Resources. These established "best
management practices" (BMP’s) for timber land
management activities on state and private lands in
Washington. In the area of silviculture, or commercial scale timber land management, reliance on
(BMP’s) is the primary focus to control non-point
source pollution of streams and other water bodies.
Effective BMP evaluation can only be done by
directly monitoring the effect of forest land management activities on aquatic ecosystems (MacDonald
et al., 1991).
Forest land managers, fish and wildlife resource
managers, those communities dependent upon natural resources, and policy makers need resource
information to competently manage timber harvesting while protecting other public resources. Integral
to a monitoring component for the TFW effort is the
need for a broad assessment of the current and
baseline conditions for fish, wildlife and water
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quality resources associated with state and private
forest lands. Information is needed about:

woody debris into the channel in intensively managed watersheds (Bilby and Ward 1992, in press).

1) the response and recovery of water resources to
cumulative land-use impacts associated with past
and present timber management activities and
natural disturbance events (fires, floods, landslides);

Monitoring is the most practical way to develop
current condition, baseline, and long-term trend
information on riparian resources within
Washington’s forested watersheds. The quantity
and quality of physical in stream habitat supporting
anadromous salmon and resident trout is particularly sensitive to disturbance events-- especially
when their frequency and distribution allow little
time for such habitats to recover. Providing suitable
habitat conditions for these fish species, communities, and populations integrates a wide range of
aquatic resource concerns and, in effect, serves as a
proxy to protect both water quality and riparian
resources.

2) management strategies to avoid these impacts.
Yet reliable information on the current status and
trends in conditions of public natural resources
subject to land-use impacts is critically lacking.
The Timber Fish & Wildlife Agreement (1986)
provided for:
1) revised forest practice rules and regulations;
2) development and implementation of a coordinated research, evaluation and monitoring program to fill knowledge gaps essential for effective land management and to ensure protection of
public resources.
Monitoring For Current Condition and Change
Land management activities in general, and silvicultural practices in particular, affect riparian zones,
in stream habitat, and channel condition in several
basic ways. First is through basin hydrology, that is,
the magnitude, frequency and duration of water
leaving the basin via the stream channel. Second is
the amount and routing of sediment entering and
leaving the channel. These two factors can subject
the channel to the dual impacts of increased flows
and reduced channel capacity to transport both flow
and sediment. Forest harvesting practices within
watersheds containing steep slopes, unstable soils,
and abundant rainfall can trigger slope failures and
other erosive processes that deliver large amounts of
sediment to the stream channel thereby altering the
condition of fish habitat. The response of certain
types of channels will depend upon a variety of
geomorphic factors but may include a widening of
the bankfull width accompanied by increased bed
scour and deposition (Lisle, 1989; Platts et al., 1989;
Dunne & Leopold, 1979). The third way involves
changes in the size, amount,and residency of woody
debris nested within the stream which provides
resiliency to the channel. This woody debris is
important in providing both stability and complexity
to the in stream habitat (Grette, 1985; Hicks et al.,
1989). Successive harvesting of forested riparian
corridors over the past century and deliberate stream
clearing have eliminated much of the input of large

Goal & Objectives For This Monitoring Project
The goal of this project is to design and implement a state wide monitoring project which aids in
the understanding of the relationship between forest
land management practices and protection of public
natural resources of fish, wildlife, and water quality.
The specific objectives are as follows.
1) Establish a quantitatively based monitoring program to determine baseline and current conditions and trends (in time) of in stream fish habitat,
riparian areas, and channel conditions found within
forested watersheds where timber management
occurs, and determine if meaningful changes in
key indicators of riparian conditions can be detected.
2) Test the need for and assumptions of a basin level
landscape classification scheme to determine if it
is useful in understanding the sensitivity of watersheds to impacts associated with industrial scale
timber management activities and cumulative
effects.
3) Integrate this monitoring project with related
concurrent research, especially that supported by
TFW.
Project Tasks & Time Line
Project tasks included field methods development, refinement of a methods manual and field
forms, field training workshops, data collection,
development of a database, transcribing field data
into a computer format, quality control and assurance of both field work and data transcription,
responding to data requests, and data analysis.

Table 1 provides an overview of the various tasks
and a time line for the two-year contract period,
Staffing for the two year period included one fulltime coordinator, one half-time graduate assistant,
and 1.5 months of co-principal investigator. Field
staff during the contract period were provided by the
Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission.
METHODS
Since its inception, the monitoring project has
been viewed as one component of a larger water shed
level analysis of present and past impacts associated
with timber harvesting. The Coordinated Monitoring Evaluation and Research Committee’s agenda
was to develop integrated applied research targeted
to evaluating the effectiveness of the TFW agreement and the relationship between public resources
and industrial scale forestry.

The previously stated goal of this project contains
three objectives:
1) establishing the current condition of aquatic habitat within forested streams state-wide;
2) determining the trends of these conditions over
space and time;
3) relating the effects of forest land management
practices to these conditions and trends.
Achievement of each of these objectives is, in
turn, dependent on the fulfillment of the previous
one. Thus, the focus of this project during the first
two years has been on establishing the current condition of Washington’s streams.
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How land-use affects streams
Timberland management over time affects watersheds and their component streams primarily by
changing the influx of sediment, hydrologic flow
regimes, and the amount and character of woody
debris found within the stream channel. These in
turn alter the physical character of channels and the
in stream aquatic habitats they provide. Variables
that respond to changes in these input factors became
the focus of the monitoring project.
Approach
The most fundamental aspects of this monitoring
project were designed without benefit of an existing
model or approach. To our knowledge, no other
such effort has been developed to monitor such an
extensive list of stream variables, at such a high
resolution and over such a large and diverse landmass.
The general approach to meeting the first of these
objectives has been the development of a list of
habitat and channel parameters that provide a meaningful indication of current stream conditions. Field
methods to measure or gauge these parameters were
selected and described in a field manual. Over 250
copies of the field manual have been distributed to
TFW cooperators and interested state and federal
agencies. Eight separate training workshops were
held with a total enrollment of nearly 200 individuals. Field personnel for the two seasons were funded
by the Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission.
They were trained in these techniques and sent to
selected field sites to conduct the stream surveys.
Data from these surveys were collected and transcribed into a computerized database. A database
management system was designed to automate the
field-data entry, organize the data for analysis and
reporting, and transfer it to interested cooperators.
It is unrealistic to survey each of the thousands of
linear miles of streams and rivers in the state. A
practical means to predict conditions in unsurveyed
streams from a subsample of forested streams is
needed. A landscape classification scheme which
correlates stream characteristics at different spatial
scales should fulfill this need by allowing us to
collect and analyze information about selected
streams and apply that information to other, similar
streams.
One key to a successful understanding of the
condition of streams in Washington is our ability to
predict the effects of land management practices,

Figure 1. Oblique view of a hypothetical watershed showing
component valley segment types.

even for streams from which no data have been
gathered. This requires us to link information at one
spatial scale with information at others. Therefore,
three specific scales and associated classification
schemes were selected by the Ambient Monitoring
Steering Committee for testing and evaluation within
this project: habitat-unit scale, the valley-segment
scale, and the ecoregion scale. These are discussed
in the following sections.
Forested areas of the state were first divided into
ecoregions. Omernik and Gallant (1986) describe a
system whereby large geographic areas, ranging
from 9,000 - 60,000 mi2 (14,400 - 96,000 km2 ) can
be stratified by four fundamental attributes: soils,
land form, land-use, and vegetative climax-communities. These criteria are applied systematically, but
at a coarse scale (1: 2,500,000) because information on the attributes is available at differing levels
of resolution and dependability. Ecoregion was
recorded for each segment in our sample and field
data were analyzed to detect trends in stream habitat
as a function of ecoregion.
The second level of stratification occurs at the
sub-watershed level. The drainage network making
up a forested watershed was divided into its component valley segments (Figure 1) by a channel classification scheme based on six key landform and
geological features (Cupp, 1989) including:
1) stream order;
2) valley sideslope gradient;
3) channel gradient;

Table 2. Valley Segment Catagories (after Cupp, 1989).
Catagory

U
H

Characteristics
Nearly fiat cross-section; 5th order or larger
Gentle to moderate gradient; 2nd to 4th order
V-shaped cross-sectional profile found in
lower to middle reaches of tributaries; usually
incised in glacial deposits
U-shaped cross-sectional profile found in mid
to upper reaches of tributaries. Associated
with alpine glaciation
V- to weakly U-shaped cross- sectional
profile; 1st to 2rid order; high gradient

4) ratio of valley bottom width to active channel
width;
5) geology;
6) channel pattern.
Stream channel segments in Washington are
placed in one of five broad categories of valley
segments (Table 2) which roughly describe channel
gradient and valley-floor cross-sectional profile.
Based on the six diagnostic features, a total of 18
preliminary segment types have been identified for
forested watersheds in Washington (Table 3). Mini..
mum segment length has been arbitrarily set at 1000
feet (305 m). Some valley segments encountered in
the field exceeded 7 miles (11.2 km) in length.
Details about determining segment boundaries and
the specific combination of attributes that distin.guish one type from another are given in the valley
segment methods manual (Cupp, 1989) prepared for
TFW and available from the Washington State
Department of Natural Resources.
The third level of stratification occurs at the
in stream habitat scale. During the field habitat
surveys, individual habitat units were identified and
measured according to the system of Sullivan (1986)
and Bisson et al. (1981). Individual pools and riffies
within stream segments constitute the physical habitat that provides for the critical environmental needs
of aquatic organisms. An inventory of the nature and
distribution of these units gives some measure of a
stream’s ability to support viable aquatic communities, including populations of stream fish, amphibians, and insects.

Study Sites
The selection of stream segments for the survey
was made on the basis of perceived resource value
and condition, since there was no a priori way to
stratify forested streams by any of the important
channel or basin attributes. Because nearly all of the
streams in our sample occur within basins managed
intensively for timber production, a wide range of
management-related stream conditions are included.
Samples have not yet been stratified by management
history, which may help account for current conditions. Except for several segments provided by the
Huh tribe from the Hoh River basin, stream reaches
with similar geomorphology in forested watersheds
unaltered by commercial timber harvesting or road
construction were not included in the site selection
for 1989 or 1990. However, because of their importance to this study, such sites were a priority during
the 1991 field season.
The actual number of stream segments surveyed
was a function of the staff resources available,
seasonal runoff conditions, access, and time limitations. The location of surveyed streams is identified
by its Water Resource Inventory Area (WRIA)
code (Williams et al. 1975), as well as the traditional
township, range and section address. Streams are
divided into their component valley segments (Cupp
1989) from USGS topographic maps (1:24,000 scale).
These valley segments become the initial sampling
units. The WRIA code coupled with the valley
segment type and sequence code becomes the unique
identifier for that particular segment in the computerized database.
Data Collection
Five 2-person field crews were deployed to the
pre-selected stream segments. Surveys were conducted when stream discharge had stabilized to
approximate summer low flow conditions.
The field procedure involved a two-step process:
1) measuring variables that relate to the reach of
stream defined by the segment criteria;
2) documenting in stream habitat features that address availability and character of aquatic habitat.
An additional protocol for measuring the influence
and response of bedload material on spawning habitat was tested in selected reaches by establishing
permanent cross-sectional and thalweg profiles stations and installing gravel scour and fill monitors.
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Table 3. Valley bottom and sideslope geomorphic characteristics used to identify 18 valley segment types in forested
landscapes of Washington. Valley bottom gradient is measured in lengths of I000 ft. or more. Sideslope gradient
characterizes the hill slopes within 1000 horizontal and 300 vertical ft. distance from the active channel. Valley segment
type names include alphanumeric mapping codes first, before the hyphen. (From Cupp, 1989)

Valley
Segment
Type

Valley
Bottom
Gradient

Side
Slope
Gradient

F1 - Esturine
Delta

<=5%

<5%

>5X Unconstrained;
highly sinous;
often braided

Any

Occur at mouth of streams on estuarine flats in
and just above zone of tidal influence

F2 Alluviated
Lowlands

<= 1%

>5%

>5X Unconstrained;
highly sinous

Any

Wide floodplains typically formed by present or
historic large rivers within flat to gently rolling
lowland land forms; sloughs, oxbows, and
abandoned channels commonly associated with
mainstem rivers

F3 - Wide
Mainstem
Valley

<=2%

>5%

>5x

Unconstrained;
moderate to high
sinuosity;, braids
common

Any

Wide valley floors bounded by mountain slopes;
generally associated with mainstem rivers and the
tributary streams flowing through the valley
floor;, sloughs and abandoned channels common

F4 Alluvial/Collu
Fan

1%-3%

<=10%

>3X

Variable;
generally
unconstrained

1-4

Generally occur where tributary streams enter
low gradient valley floors; ancient or active
alluvial / colluvial fen deposition overlying
floodplains of larger, low gradient stream
segments; stream may actively down cut through
deep alluvial fan deposition

F5 - Gently
Sloping
Plateaus and
Terraces

<=2%

<10%

IX-2X

Moderately
constrained; low
to moderate
sinuosity

I-3

Drainage ways shallowly incised/too fiat to
gently sloping landscape; narrow active
floodplains; typically associated with small
streams in lowlands, cryic uplands or volcanic
flanks

M1 Moderate
Slope Bound

2%-5%

10%- 30%

2X

Constrained;
infrequent
meanders

I-4

Constrained, narrow floodplains bounded by
moderate gradient sideslopes; typically found in
lowlands and foothills, but may occur on broken
mountain slopes and volcano flanks

M2Alluviated
Moderate
Slope Bound

<=2%

<5%,
gradually
increase
to 30%

2X4X

Unconstrained;
moderate to high
sinuosity

1-4

Active floodplains and alluvial terraces bounded
by moderate gradient hill slopes; typically found
in lowlands and foothills, but may occur on
broken mountain slopes and volcano flanks

V1-

Valley
Bottom
Width

Channel
Pattern

Stream
Order

2{704%

30%- 70% <2X Constrained

>=2

Deeply incised drainage ways with steep
competent side slopes; very common in uplifted
mountainous topography; less commonly
associated with marine or glacial outwash
terraces in lowlands and foothills

6%-11%

30%- 70% <2X Constrained

>=2

Same as V1, but valley bottom longitudinal
profile steep with pronounced stair step
characteristics

V-Shaped,
Moderate
Gradient
Bottom
V2-

V-Shaped,
High Gradient
Bottom

Landform and Geographic Features

Table 3 cont. Valley bottom and side slope geomorphic characteristics of 18 valley segment types.
Valley
Segment
Type

Valley
Bottom
Gradient

Side Slope.
Gradient

Valley
Bottom
Width

3%-11%

>=70%

<2X

V4 Alluciated
Mountain
Valley

1%-4%

Channel
adjacent
slopes <10%;
increases to
>30%

U1 U-shaped
Trough

<3%

U2 - Incised
U-Shaped
Valley,
Moderate
Gradient
Bottom

2%-5%

U3 - Incised

6%-1 t%

V3 - Bedrock
Canyon

U-Shape

Channel
lPattern

Stream
Order

Landform and Geographic Features

Highly
constrained

>=2

Canyon-like stream corridors with frequent
bed rock out crops; frequently stair stepped
profile; generally associated with filded,
faulted, or volcanic land forms

2X-4X

Unconstrained;
high sinuosity
with braids and
side channels
common

2-5

Deeply incised drainage ways with relatively
wide floodplains; distinguished as "alluvial
flats" hi otherwise steeply dissected
mountainous terrain

<5%;
gradually
increases to
>30%

>4X

Unconstrained;
moderate to
high sinuosity;
side channels
and braids
common

1-4

Drainage ways in mid to upper watersheds with
history of glaciation, resulting in U-shaped
profile; valley bottom typically composed of
glacial drift deposits overlain with more recent
alluvial material adjacent to channel.

Steep channel
adjacent
slopes,
decreases to
<30% then
increases to
>30%

<2X

Moderately
constrained by
unconsolidated
material;
infrequent short
flats with braids
and meanders

2-5

Channel down cuts through deep valley bottom
glacial till, colluvium or course glacio-fluvial
deposits; cross sectional profile variable, but
generally weakly U-shaped with active channel
vertically incised into valley fill deposits;
immediate side slopes composed of unconsolidated and often unsorted coarse grained deposits

Same as U2

<2X

Same as U2

2-5

Same as U2

<4X

Unconstrained;
highly sinous
and braided

1-3

Stream corridors directly below active alpine
glaciers; channel braiding and shifting common;
active channel nearly as wide as valley bottom

Valley, High
Gradient
Bottom
U4 - Active
Glacial
Outwash
Valley

1%-7%

Initially <5%,
increases to
>600/0

H1 Moderate
Gradient
Valley Wall /
Headwater

3%-6%

>30%

<23[

Constrained

1-2

Small drainage ways with channels slightly to
moderately entrenched into mountain we. slopes
or headwater basins

I-I2 - High
Gradient
Valley Wall /
Headwater

6%-11%

>30%

<2X

Constrained;
stair stepped

1-2

Small drainage ways with channels moderately
entrenched into high gradient mountain slopes
or headwater basins; bedrock exposures and
outcrops common; localized alluvial/colluvial
tea’- race deposition

H3 - Very
High Gradient
Valley Wall /
Headwater

> I 1%

>60%0

<2X

Constrained;
stair stepped

1-2

Small drainage ways with channels moderately
entrenched into very steep mountain slopes or
headwater basins; bedrock exposures and
outcrops frequent

A methods manual (Ralph, 1990) developed and
refined during the contract period gives further
details on the field methods described below. Copies
are available upon request from the Washington
State Department of Natural Resources at (206) 7535315.
Response Variables Selection
Measurable response variables were chosen to
allow us to quantify the net effect of changes in flow
and sediment at both the stream channel segment and
habitat unit scales. Both channel geometric variables and habitat variables were included (Table 4).
Summary statistics of measurements taken at the
habitat-unit scale serve as response variables within
and between the valley segments. These variables
provide a critical link between the two scales. They
include frequency and area of habitat units, residual
depth of pools, nature of the hydraulic obstruction
forming pools by type, and location and distribution
of woody debris. A sample valley segment level
summary is included in Appendix A.
Standardized Field-methods
A standard methodology for sampling streams
was developed to evaluate present conditions. Field
methods were selected after a review of the literature
based on the perceived needs for both accuracy and
precision in the survey results. MacDonald et al.
(1991) completed an extensive literature review of
physical channel and habitat sampling methods, and
discussed the considerations in selecting these for
specific monitoring project objectives.
The standard methodology developed incorporates
two distinct surveys, both of which are performed on
each valley segment in the sample. These surveys are
called the horizontal control survey and the habitat
unit survey.
Horizontal control survey: The horizontal control
survey was designed to collect information at the
valley segment scale. Part of this survey is the
establishment of permanent turning point reference stations along the shoreline as well as at the
beginning and end points of the valley segments in
the field. These reference points are fixed along the
stream corridor using numbered aluminum shiner
tags and survey flagging. Distances and compass
bearings between these turning points are recorded
so that these stations can be relocated during future
surveys. Photographs are taken between turning
points, when conditions allow, to give a visual

record of the general character of the stream corridor.
For each valley segment, the following variables
are measured:
Channel gradient, using a hand held clinometer,
is determined at either end of selected riffle units.
Although the accuracy of using clinometers is approximately +0.5%, it provides a measure of gradient to compare to channel gradients taken from
USGS quad maps.
Sediment particle size distribution within selected riffle units is sampled by the pebble count
method of Wolman (1954) three times per mile (1.6
kin). The procedure involves randomly removing
100 individual bed particles from within riffle units
and measuring their median axis diameter. The
actual number of pebbles measured in this procedure
was reduced to 50 to reduce staff exposure to frigid
water temperatures. A modified Wentworth scale
described in the field manual was used to scale
particle sizes and to create 10 size categories. Information on surface particle size distribution can be
used to corroborate estimates of two year flood flow
magnitude and channel geometry. In addition, a
visual estimation technique of apparent gravel
embeddedness was made during the pebble count to

Table 4. Response variables.
Channel Segment Level
-Channel bankfull width
-Channel mean bankfull depth
-Riffle unit gradient
-Bank cutting length
-Slope failure area
-Sediment particle size
-Gravel embeddedness.
Habitat Level
-Discharge (Q)
-Habitat unit classification
-Habitat unit length
-Mean habitat unit width
-Residual pool depth
-Character of pool-forming obstructions
-Woody debris (frequency, size, & position)
-Canopy closure
-Adjacent land-use
-Seral stage of adjacent vegetation
-Vegetation type of riparian zone

give a qualitative index of the percent of surface fine
grained bed material.

channel, either dominant, subdominant, or occurring within a secondary channel, was also recorded.

Sediment input sources were considered by
recording length of bank cutting, areas of slope
failure, and their position between turning point
reference markers. This provides some indication of
the condition of the banks and the extent of bank and
hillslope erosion which influences in stream habitat
quality and quantity.

Physical areas for each type of habitat unit can be
calculated from estimates or measurements of their
respective length and width. Residual pool depths

Channel bankfull width and depth measurements were taken during the horizontal control
survey. A 100 ft. (32.6 m) tape was stretched across
the channel and fixed at the apparent bankfull flow
channel mark. Definition of this mark followed that
of Dunne and Leopold (1978). Average channel
bankfull depth measurements were determined by
taking the average of a series of measurements from
within the channel along the transect defined by the
fixed tape. These depth measurements started at the
thalweg depth and progressed to both sides of the
channel. Channel width measurements are a good
indicator of stream size when coupled with basin
characteristics such as area and precipitation
(Orsbom, 1990), and substrate size distribution
(Dunne and Leopold, 1978).

Rapid (RPD) -- very rough; swift
velocity

Slope > 4%

Step-pool Cascade (SPC)-- very
rough; >1 channel width; steps &
pools
Riffles
Low-gradient Riffle (LGR)-faster;, rougher, but <10% rock
protruding; shallow

Slope 1-4%

Habitat unit survey: The habitat unit survey
involves a series of measurements at the individual
pool and riffle scale, and includes information about
the amount and location of woody debris, the seral
stage, vegetation type, and land-use of adjacent
riparian areas.
Discharge measurements using a Swoffer #2100
current velocity meter and a top setting wading rod
were taken at channel cross sections located at the
beginning of the segment. This measurement was
made when each habitat survey was begun and
subsequently every five days or whenever a signifi~
cant precipitation event occurred during the survey.
Since habitat type and area are a function of stage
(water surface elevation), knowing the discharge at
the time of the survey is essential when correlating
future habitat inventories of the same stream reach.
Individual habitat units were identified according to the criteria of Sullivan (1986). Their location
was recorded relative to fixed turning points established in the horizontal control survey thus allowing
monitoring at the same stream location over time.
Six riffle type units and five pool type units were
distinguished as well as areas of subsurface stream
flow (Figure 2). The position of the unit within the

Slip-face Cascade (SFC) -- very
rough; <1 channel width; flow
converges

Pocket Water (PKW)-- >10% rock
protruding
Glide (GLD)-- deeper;, lower
velocity; little surface turbulence

Scour Hole (SCH)-- <25% of
wetted width; shallow
Draw down

(flow
accelerates)

Scour Pool (SCP)-- downstream of
partially spanning constriction
(most common)
Plunge Pool (PLP)-- downstream
of fully spanning constriction

Pools
Backwater
(flow decelerates; often
<1 channel

Eddy Pool (EDP)-- downstream of
obstruction
~’

i width
Dammed Pool (DMP)-- upstream
of obstruction or control

Figure 2. Key to habitat units (after Sullivan, 1986).
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were measured according to the method of Lisle
(1987). Measurements are made using hip chains,
electronic distance meters, expandable ten foot stadia rods, and 100 meter tapes, depending upon field
conditions encountered. In this way the relative
frequency and contribution to area of any particular
habitat type can be calculated, allowing comparisons over time and between similar stream reaches.
Visual estimates of the length and width of
individual habitat units were made using the technique of Hankin & Reeves (1988). By using this
method we hoped to expedite the process of taking
habitat dimensions while maintaining confidence in
the data.
The number of pieces and location of woody
debris within the channel were noted during the
habitat survey. Two size classes of woody debris
were distinguished: small logs are 4 to 20inches (10
cm - 50 cm) in diameter and a minimum of 10 feet
(3m) in length and large logs are > 20 inches (50 cm)
in diameter. Root wads, counted separately, were at
least 2 feet (.6 m) in diameter to be included. The
location within the stream channel of each piece of
woody debris was also noted.
Canopy closure (adapted from Platts et al., 1978)
was measured by use of a spherical densiometer
from points mid-stream three times every mile (1.6
km), or at distinct changes in riparian vegetation
condition. Closure for a given segment is expressed
as the percent of canopy closure averaged for all
measurements taken.
Riparian vegetation seral stage within 50 feet
(15.3 m) horizontal of either side of the stream was
recorded adjacent to each habitat unit. Seral stage
category for each side of the channel was chosen
from seven such categories ranging from recently
clear-cut to old growth forest. Vegetation type,
either deciduous, coniferous, or mixed, was noted.
An apparent land-use category was also assigned to
each unit.
Cross-sectional profiles and scour chains: In an
effort to refine the area of concern for spawning
gravels, a technique to monitor bed elevation changes
and depth of scour and fill events was field tested.
The methods included in the horizontal control
survey for describing particle size distribution and
embeddedness were limited. To supplement these
measures, field tests of establishing permanent channel cross-section profile stations and installing scour
chains to determine depth of scour and fill were
made. Nine permanent stations, each with three

cross-sectional transects, were established on the
mainstream and South Fork of the Pysht River in
Clallam County. Methods followed Nawa and
Frissell (1991, in prep.) who were consulted on field
implementation. Cross-sectional profile data describes bed elevation changes (scour and fill) in
response to flood flows that may result in important
changes in habitat. Orsborn (Washington State
University, personal communication) suggested that
such measurements be included as part of the extensive field monitoring protocol to give greater detail
on channel changes associated with sediment and
discharge.
Using an engineers auto level, tripod and stadia
rod, repeat surveys of channel transects were performed each year. Permanent transect sites were
located in alluviated, lower gradient (<2%) reaches.
At least one scour chain and bead monitor were
installed along the downstream cross-section transect
at each of nine sites. These units were relocated and
reset during subsequent field surveys.
Installation was as follows: a two-meter pipe
containing a monitor at least 1 meter in length was
driven into the gravel at a surveyed point along the
transect. Once positioned the drive pipe was removed from around the monitor, which remains
suspended vertically unless and until the gravel
supporting it is scoured by high flows. It then
assumes a horizontal position coincident with the
depth of scour. As gravels are redeposited over top
it becomes buried. Every year at low flow stage,
measurements were made of both the depth of scour
and subsequent fill superimposed on top and the
monitors were reset.
Data Management
Data transcription
During the initial effort at data collection in 1989,
the design of the field forms complicated the process
of transcribing data to a computer database. All field
data had to be hand entered which proved to be quite
expensive. Errors were introduced during the transcription because some handwriting proved difficult
to decipher. These forms allowed the surveyor too
much choice in making the desired entry and thus
compounded the issue of quality control and interpretation of what was recorded.
After this initial experience, we abandoned the
more traditional field forms in favor of optically
scanned field forms that would expedite transcription to the database and error checking. Copies of
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the field forms developed for this purpose are included in Appendix B. The result has been to
substantially increase the speed with which field
data can be transcribed and to eliminate the problem
of compounding errors in transcription. A Scantron
8000 optical reader was purchased by the Northwest
Indian Fisheries Commission and made available
for the exclusive use of the field project. This
procedure has the added benefit of allowing an error
checking program to be applied to the raw data file
before it is loaded into the central database. Typical
errors can be automatically identified and then corrected on the field forms before field crews involved
in its collection have been dismissed. The result is
that a file free of the most obvious errors is created
and loaded into the database.
Database Development
Because TFW had no predetermined specifications for the database management scheme, a system
was developed to meet the anticipated needs of this
project -- including the need to distribute the data
easily. A great deal of effort was put into the design
of the database to accommodate the need for future
database expansion, data sorting and data analyses.
Prior to actually designing and implementing a
database, two basic questions were considered.
1) Which hardware platform should be used?
2) Which database software should be used?
Hardware options included mainframes, micro..
computers, and PC-based systems. We chose to
implement a PC-based system since it provided the
greatest flexibility/ Advantages to a PC-based system included:
1) many of the people/groups interested in the data
had PC’s available to them;
2) there were many database software packages to
choose from;
3) data would be easily transferred, via floppy disks,
to interested parties.
While not a problem after three field seasons,
potential long-term disadvantages of a PC-based
system would include:
1 ) space/storage problems as the database got larger;
2) considerable increases in application program
executions as the database got larger.

However, we believe both of these problems will be
eliminated in the near future, given the rapid advancement in the technology of data storage and data
processing on personal computers.
We looked at several database software options
for PC-based systems. These included Dbase, Rbase,
Foxpro, and Clipper. All four packages have similar
structures for relational database tables; tables created using one package should be portable into any
of the other packages. Dbase, Rbase, and Foxpro
include menu-based systems for database development. Clipper comes with a menu-driven database
utility program that allows limited manipulation of
database tables; however, this is not the main strength
of the software. Unlike the other packages, Clipper
serves as a programming language with a full complement of database development commands and functions. We chose to use Clipper for database development and implementation since it offered the most
flexibility for a long-term application. Several
advantages over the other packages included:
1) easy creation of customized application programs
for reading, writing, and manipulating data;
2) easy creation of customized front-end menus for
future application development;
3) creation of executable load modules for applications, which could then be loaded onto other PC’s
without the need to own Clipper,
The data management process developed for this
project is outlined below. The process is applied to
the data from individual valley segments and repeated until all segments are loaded into the database.
1) Field forms are processed through the optical
read scanner and an ASCII file is created.
2) An error checking program is run on the ASCII
file. The error check program, written in Clipper,
identifies specific errors or missing information
on the data sheets. Errors and warnings are listed
in an error report.
3) Any errors listed in the error report are corrected
by the field crews, on the original survey forms.
4) Steps 1 through 3 are repeated for the corrected
survey forms until there are no remaining errors.
When there are only a few errors, the ASCII file
may be directly edited, as opposed to reprocessing the corrected forms through the scanner.
Editing must be done very carefully so as not to
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corrupt the file. Direct editing of the file is not
recommended.
5) The error-free file is loaded into the Ambient
Monitoring database using a program written in
Clipper. The user must be prepared to enter the
units used for field forms 2 and 3, the ecoregion,
and whether or not bedrock was coded for each
pebble count.
After all valley segments have been loaded, a
valley segment summary report program written in
Clipper may be run on the data. The program
generates a one page summary for each valley
segment.
Quality Assurance & Control
Data collected as part of the monitoring program
protocol will be used to assess the current conditions, as well as trends over time, of in stream habitat,
riparian areas, and channel condition. Inherent in
the ability to assess stream conditions, is the assumption that the monitoring protocol uses methods that
can generate reliable replicate surveys. The ability
to apply consistent methodologies is especially important when making comparisons between different streams or comparisons of individual streams
overtime. We must ensure that any detected changes
in channel or habitat condition (as evidence in the
key variables) are true changes and not merely
artifacts of observer bias from year to year.
Two aspects of our field work were evaluated:
1) the effectiveness of the Hankin and Reeves (1988)
visual estimation technique in a large-scale monitoring effort, given the limitation of a large
number of temporary field staff;
2) the replicability of the identification and measurement of habitat units.
Visual Estimation of Habitat Unit Dimensions
By using the Hankin and Reeves (1988) visual
estimation technique, we hoped to reduce the amount
of time needed to perform the stream surveys without sacrificing data quality. However, this required
that we test the accuracy of these estimates. The
following analysis was devised.
Visual estimates of habitat length and width
were paired with measurements of length and width
for the same unit. For each unit type, within a given
segment, an observer’s ability to work within the
Hankin and Reeves model was tested by a regression
of measured vs. estimated areas. Assuming the

observer met the criteria for the model, the observer’s
consistency was evaluated by looking at how the
points determined by paired measurements fell with
respect to the plot of y=x (perfect estimation). To be
considered a consistent estimator, the majority of the
points must all lie above or below this line thereby
allowing a correction factor to be applied to the data.
A more detailed description of this analysis is included in Appendix C.
Survey Replicability
The replicability of the identification and measurement of habitat units was investigated by performing single replicate surveys for specified portions of selected valley segments using the standardized field methods. The quality control surveys
focused on the habitat level data because the identification of habitat types is subjective and most likely
to contain inconsistencies. Data relating to horizontal controls, mass wasting, bank cutting, and substrate pebble counts were not collected during the
replicate surveys.
As much as possible, the replicate surveys were
performed during times of similar flow. The objective was to see if two different crews could similarly
identify the types and dimensions of the habitat
units, and, if not, were there particular types often
confused. There were 19 replicate surveys done in
1991. One experienced crew was designated to
perform all replicate surveys. They did not perform
any of the original surveys in the 19 segments.
Of these 19 segments, only 11 were available for
this analysis. The replicates were performed on
portions of 1 F3,3F4,2M1,2M2, 1 U4, 3V1, 1 V2,
2 V3, and 4 V4 segments that were being surveyed
as part of the regular field season.
The data from the replicate survey was compared
to the corresponding data from the original survey
by generating maps of the units along an axis of
cumulative length. Maps of major habitat units
(units that spanned more than 50% of the wetted
channel) were plotted as a function of cumulative
length. Minor units (which spanned less than 50%
wetted channel) were also plotted at the cumulative
length prior to their occurrence in a sequence. A
page from a typical map is shown in Figure 3. The
left side of the map is the original survey; the right
is the replicate. Major units for either survey are
shown in the first column with minor units stacked
next to their associated major units. From the 11
maps that were generated, nine were actually compared. We were unable to compare two sets of maps
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due to extreme differences in the mapped habitat
types.

O,
1
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EDP EDP

SCP

SCP
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LGR

SCP SCH

SCP

SPC

PKW

Comparisons were made by counting the number
of times the habitat units matched between the two
surveys. To do this, a matrix was created with 12
rows and 12 columns (Table 5). Each row represented a habitat unit type in the original survey and
each column represented the same type in the replicate survey. Each time a habitat unit in the original
survey was mapped onto a unit in the replicate
survey, a "mark" was placed in the cell corresponding to the original unit type. and the replicate unit
type. For instance, if a unit were classified as a
plunge pool in the original survey and a scour pool
in the replicate survey, a "mark" would be placed
where the "plunge pool" row intersected the "scour
pool" column. For a perfectly reproducible survey,
the mappings of units would be 1:1 and cell counts
("marks") would only occur in the cells where the
row and column labels are the same. These cells
form a diagonal line across the center of the matrix.
Data Analysis
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Two desk top computer software packages were
used in analysis of the field data, PC-SAS and SPlus. The packages were mainly used to generate
summary statistics for the graphical displays of
various data relationships used in this report. Various other statistical analyses, such as using parametric and nonparametric versions of t-tests and
ANOVAs to assign significance values to specific
comparisons were not yet used. It is inappropriate
to perform such specific statistical tests, resulting in
p-values, without first having a good understanding
of the data. Many of the our plots show highly
variable data, as demonstrated by the large
interquartile ranges show in figures later in this
document. At this point in time, we can only list
probable components of the variation, but we are
unable to adequately partition out specific sources.
As such, it would be difficult, if not impossible, to
assess differences between groups and to interpret
the meaning of a significant or nonsignificant pvalue. Appropriate tests will be performed in the
future after elements contributing to the high variation (such as observer bias, disturbance regime,
stream discharge, measurement errors, etc.) are identified and better understood.
Summary Statistics

Figure 3. Map comparing location and classification of
habitat units for original and replicate surveys.

Field data from stream segments were stratified
by valley segment classification in an attempt to
make qualitative comparisons of and draw conclu-

sions about different valley segment types. A second measure of stream segment classification, the
Gradient/Confinement Index, was developed to
allow a more logical stratification of data from
surveyed sites. Data from field sites were reorganized into an index based upon their gradient range
and relative channel confinement. Descriptions of
valley bottom gradient and channel pattern (from
Table 3) for each valley segment type were assigned
ratings between 1 and 4 according to the rules shown
in Table 6. The rounded mean of these two ratings
for each segment type is the Gradient/Confinement
(G/C) index. The final G/C index for each segment
type is shown in Table 7.
Discriminant Analysis
A discriminant analysis of valley segment types
was performed to determine if the percent of total
stream area comprised by each habitat unit type
within a segment could predict valley segment type.

Table 6. Rules for rating valley bottom gradient and channel
pattern from valley segment type descriptions in Table 3.
Description
Valley Bottom Gradient
No minimum gradient, usually < 2%

Rating

Never <1%, usually 2-4%

1
2

Never <2%, usually 4-6%
Never <3%, usually >6%

3
4

Channel Pattern (Confinement)
Unconstrained

1

Moderately constrained

2

Constrained

3
4

Highly Constrained
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1) Valley segment types in which we had sampled
less than 4 segments were excluded from the
analysis because they lacked the necessary degrees of freedom.

Table T Valley bottom gradient and stream confinement
ratings assigned to each valley segment type. Gradient/
confinement index is the rounded mean of these two ratings.
Segment
Type

Gradient
Rating

Confinement
Rating

G/C Index

F1

1

1

1

F2

1

1

1

F3

1

1

1

t:4

2

1

2

F5

1

2

2

M1

3

3

3

M2

1

1

1

V1

3

3

3

V2

4

3

4

V3

4

4

4

V4

2

1

2

U1

1

1

1

U2

3

2

3

U3

4

2

3

1J4

2

I

2

1tl

4

3

4

H2

4

3

4

H3

4

3

4

Discriminant analysis may be thought of as a multivariate extension of one-way analysis of variance. A
(univariate) one-way analysis of variance tests for
differences between the means of three or more
populations stratified by a single response variable.
In discriminant analysis, there are two or more
response variables, which are assumed to be approximately normally distributed. Population means
are compared based on this set of response variables
to determine the sub-set of response variables which
best discriminates among the different groups. This
sub-set of response variables is then used to predict
the valley segment type for each segment and the
predicted segment types are compared to the actual
segment types to assess the accuracy of the prediction.
The discriminant analysis was performed as follows.

2) Percent of total habitat area comprised by each of
the 11 habitat types listed in Figure 2 along with
two others -- Beaver Ponds and Secondary Channels -- was calculated for each valley segment
type. These were our response variables. As an
illustration, the percent habitat area for all samples
of four segment types occurring within the Coast
Range Ecoregion is displayed in Figure 4. (The
order of the habitat units along the x-axis conforms to the order in Figure 2, followed by Beaver
Pond and Secondary Channel).
3) The subset of response variables (percent habitat
areas) which best predicted valley segment type
was determined. Two response variables, EDP
and SCH were excluded from the final analysis as
they consistently loaded last in the discriminate
function (meaning they were poor predictors of
valley segment type relative to the others).
4) The remaining 11 variables were used to predict
valley segment classification for each valley segment and the resulting prediction was compared
to the segments actual segment type.
5) The analysis was done first on the entire 1989 data
set. It was then repeated on the 1990 data set.
These were termed unstratified analyses. A
third data get was then formed by combining the
1989 and 1990 data. Each of the three data sets
was then divided by ecoregion and steps 1-4 were
repeated for data get and each ecoregion. These
were termed stratified analyses. The geomorphology shared among streams within an
ecoregion constrains physical characteristics of
those streams. This is the justification for stratifying the data by ecoregion.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Information on over 20 habitat and channel related variables was collected during the course of the
standardized segment survey procedure. The data
sorting and analysis reported in this section are
based on data from the 1989 & 1990 field seasons,
with the notable exception of the quality assurance
and control analyses consisting of:
I) habitat estimation, based on 1989 data;
2) survey replicability, based on 1991 data.

The results of this study include not only the outcome of analysis of the data collected, but also
successful development of field methods and data
management needed to undertake a study of this
magnitude.
Data Management
The database management scheme developed
during the course of the biennium worked well. It
meets the needs for a flexible system that allows
import and export of data, design of custom applications, formatting of data files and format records and
storage of large amounts of data. Using Clipper, a
custom application has been developed that allows
easy export of data files for distribution. Also, a
program is distributed with the data files that allows
the recipient to generate summary reports for the
segments in the database. For further analysis of the
data, the file can be loaded into the users own
database system (be it Clipper or another database).
Data transcription
The use of optically scannable field data forms
greatly increased the speed and accuracy of data
processing. When dealing with large amounts of
field data collected by a number of staff throughout
file state, this approach has proven a reasonable
means to ensure standardization for recording field
data. Although initial investment in both the scanning equipment, design of field forms, and software
programing were high, the process should continue
to expedite the input of monitoring information well
into the future. Errors in the original field data can
be identified and corrected soon after the data collection, and before the errors are compounded by
manual data entry. Software applications for error
checking and generation of data summaries need
only minor modification if and when field forms are
revised.
Database development
The Ambient Monitoring database was designed
to provide convenient storage and retrieval capabilities for the large volume of field data collected each
year. A relatively simple design, maintaining as
much consistency as possible with the current field
forms, was implemented. Data was divided into
"tables" (individual data sub-set on the computer)
that logically suited the anticipated analyses.
Figure 4. Percent of stream habitat area comprised of each relational database that contains 16 tables. There are
habitat type for four different valley segment types in three control tables that contain static descriptive
ecoregion 1, "Coast Range."
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information on habitat names, valley segment tiescriptions, and definitions of coded variables, and 12
valley segment data tables which are updated from
field data. Three of these 12 tables are specific to
1989 data only and as such will never be updated
again. The remaining table stores habitat and substrate "pointers" (which tell the computer where to
find habitat and substrate data in other tables) that
are updated as new data is added to the database.
The basic "key" (index unique to each valley
segment used to organize the database) for the valley
segment data tables is Year+WRIA+Valley Segment. Habitat unit and substrate data is accessed
using the pointers described above to access other
tables.
Data from 1989 was loaded to the database using
a series of four Clipper programs. Currently, due to
the use of scanned field forms, data for a given valley
segment is easily loaded to the database using a
single program. Data may be loaded as it becomes
available; there is no need to wait until the end of the
field season to process data.
At any time, valley segment summary reports
may be executed by running a single Clipper program against the current version of the database. The
existing report program generates a summary for
each segment stored in the database. The program
could be easily modified to allow the user to specify
reports only for segments of interest. This would
allow the user to generate individual reports for each
new segment loaded to the database.
Information stored in the database is easily accessed through programs written in Clipper. Raw
data and/or computed data may be written to ASCII
files or to other user defined database files. Various
delimiters may be specified for the ASCII files to
accommodate the various statistical packages to
which the data may be imported.

of these were measured. The subsample, with pairs
of estimated and measured values, allows the calculation of a ratio estimator representing the magnitude of observer bias. This ratio estimator becomes
the "correction factor" that allows one to have
confidence that estimation equals measurement. This
method has greatest utility when observations are
consistently biased either above or below the measured values. This method is currently being applied
throughout the 19 national forests of Washington
and Oregon, and elsewhere throughout the western
states. Details of our analysis are included in
Appendix C of this report and are briefly summarized below.
Many of the data sets from which correction
factors were generated resulted in poor correlation.
The two main reasons were the inability of callers to
be consistent, and the small number of paired points
in a subsample used to calculate a correction factor.
Eighty-four percent of the paired measurements had
less than 10 points, the recommended minimum
needed to calculate individual correction factors.
Cases of poor model fit were generally observer
dependent and habitat type independent. Many
observers had difficulty in consistently under or
over estimating habitat unit length and width. The
types of problems listed above occur, in part, as a
consequence of the inherent difficulty with training
and field control on a large scale project.
As a result, this technique was dropped from the
field methods in 1991 in favor of measurement of all
habitat unit dimensions. The presumed increased
accuracy justified the increase in time spent in the
field.
Survey Replicability

The Hankin and Reeves (1988) method to determine habitat unit (pools and riffles) area using visual
estimation was evaluated for application to this
monitoring project using data collected during the
1989 survey. Data from 1990 and subsequent seasons will be analyzed similarly during the next
biennium.

Table 8 shows the totalled cell counts across the
nine maps that compared the original and replicate
surveys. The diagonal elements representing correct mappings are highlighted. Three larger boxes
showing units which correctly mapped cascades to
cascades, riffles to riffles, and pools to pools are also
highlighted. Table 8 contains an additional row and
column labelled "UNP" (unpaired). The unpaired
categories represent "extra" units that could not be
mapped to units in the other survey. Values in the
row labeled "UNP" represent replicate survey units
that were left-over for a given mapping. Values in
the column labeled "UNP" represent left-over original survey units.

Physical dimensions for all channel units in a
segment of a stream were estimated and a subsample

While the highest counts for most unit types
corresponded with themselves, there were some

Quality Assurance & Control
Visual Estimation of Habitat Unit Dimensions

Table 8. Comparison of original and quality control surveys. Numbers in the table represent the number of habitat units
classified as row label during original survey which were subsequently reclassified as column label during the replicate
survey. Unpaired units are stream habitats recoreded in one survey that could not be mapped to units in the other survey.

apparent difficulties in the identification of habitat
unit types. Values tabulated in Table 8 indicate that
step-pool cascades, slip-face cascades, pocket water, dammed pools, eddy pools, and scour pools may
be difficult unit types to identify. There may also be
some difficulty in the identification of low-gradient
riffles and plunge pools under certain conditions,
There were not enough rapids, glides, or scour holes
surveyed to evaluate their identification,
Step-pool cascades were most often confused
with pocket water or plunge pools. On other occasions one crew would call a long step-pool cascade

while the other crew would indicate the presence of
a step-pool cascade, in addition to, low-gradient
riffles, dammed pools, and eddy pools. Slip-face
cascades were most often confused with step-pool
cascade/low-gradient riffle combinations. Pocket
water units were most often confused with lowgradientriffles. Dammed pools were often called by
one crew with dammed pool/eddy pool/scour pool
combinations called by the other crew. Eddy pools
were sometimes confused with pocket water. The
main problem with eddy pools, however, was that
one crew would call a number of them as secondary
units and the other crew would choose not to call
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them at all. Scour pools were called the same 65%
of the time, although they were confused with a wide
variety of other types of units when called differently.
The results of the habitat sequence quality control
analysis are difficult to specifically interpret. They
do raise a basic concern about the ability of different
groups of people being able to consistently distinguish among habitats. Some of the observed differences are likely due to misalignment of the quality
control surveys with the stream segment surveys.
Other differences, however, may be due to variations in stream discharge and/or the result of individual observer bias. Of the nine paired surveys that
were mapped, six had identical or very close discharges. The other three had discharges with differences from between one and tour cubic feet per
second which corresponds to a range of from 20% to
118%.
This analysis elucidates some of the problem
areas and leads us to think about the following.
1) Is the current classification of habitat units into 12
categories appropriate? Are some of the habitat
types genuinely difficult to distinguish (especially for inexperienced field crews)? The results
show some of the variations in how habitat units
may be called. Perhaps a broader habitat classification scheme would be more appropriate. As
shown in Table 8, except for step-pool cascades,
most of the variations in the identification of
habitat units fell within the same broad categories
of cascades, fifties, and pools.
2) In general, is it reasonable to expect consistency
for the recorded data given the large number of
field crews involved in the collection of the data?
3) How much effect does stream discharge have on
the various habitat categories? Can these effects
be separated out across 12 habitat types? Understanding changes due to variations in discharge
will be very important when trying to make
comparisons between different streams as well as
comparisons between the same streams over time.
This analysis is the first look at the ability to
perform reproducible surveys in terms of the identification of habitat units. The replicate survey data
will ultimately be analyzed to determine the following.
1) Were the area measurements attributed to habitat
units similar for the paired surveys?

2) Can any differences in area dimensions be consistently attributed to variations in the width or
length dimensions?
3) Can any of the observed inconsistencies be attributed to specific field crews, or do they seem to he
independent of the field crews?
4) Can any of the observed inconsistencies be attributed to specific valley segment types?
5) Do any observed inconsistencies seem to be "averaged out" over multiple segments of data? The
term "averaged out" may take on different meanings depending on the sort of analyses under
consideration.
Data Analysis
The data sorting and analyses discussed in this
section are confined to 1989 and 1990, the first two
field seasons of data. Field data from the 1991
season are (at the time of this writing) in the process
of being scanned, loaded into the database and
checked for errors; they will be included in future
analyses. Results are first presented in the context of
the classification scheme (ecoregion, segment and
habitat unit) and as a comparison by the G/C index
referred to in the methods section.
Individual Segment Data Summaries
Summaries for each of the 196 valley segments
surveyed during 1989 and 1990 are available. An
sample is contained in Appendix A. Segment lengths
were determined from horizontal distances from
turning point survey data and generally exaggerate
the actual length of segment. When stream discharge is listed as 0 the flow on that day was too low
to measure; when blank, no flow data was recorded
during the habitat survey. Pool to riffle and pool to
riffle to cascade ratios were determined from the
area of habitat units in those three broad categories.
Habitat units are shown in the histograms on the
form by percent occurrence and by total area. All
other parameters on the summary sheet are self
explanatory.
A comprehensive listing of key attributes derived
from all segments surveyed are given in Appendix
D. This summary provides a quick way of comparing attributes of"similar" segments if one discounts
the influence of basin area, precipitation, geology
and disturbance history. Many of the analyses
discussed below were derived from extracting information from this appendix.
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Valley Segment Classification
Figure 5. Number of valley segments surveyed for each
habitat type during 1989 and 1990.

Valley Segment Distribution
For the 1989-90 field seasons 196 valley segments were surveyed (Figure 5). A comprehensive
listing of all segments surveyed in these years in
given in Appendix D. Survey efforts were not
distributed equally among all segment types because
local geology and relief determine regional differences in the relative proportion and distribution of
segment types. In our survey, V-shaped segments
were two times as numerous (n = 86) as the next most
numerous type, M-types (n = 49). Least numerous
of the segments surveyed were U- and H-types. It is
unlikely that these proportions mimic the normal
distribution of valley segments across the landscape
because their selection in 1989 included discontinuous segments on any given stream.
The distribution of valley segments by type included in the broad survey are stratified by the
ecoregion within which they occurred (Figure 6).
No clear pattern can be seen in the distribution of
segments by ecoregion no doubt due to the arbitrary
way in which sites were selected for survey and the
coarse scale at which ecoregion boundaries are
delineated.
Discriminant Analysis
The 1989 data set included 94 segments distributed across 12 valley segment types. When discriminant analysis was done for the unstratified
1989 data set, 48% of the cases were classified
correctly. That is, the 11 response variables correctly predicted valley segment type 48% of the
time. Stratifying the data by ecoregion increased the
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percentage of segment types classified correctly
(Table 9).
The 1990 data had 92 cases distributed across 15
valley segment types. The discriminant analysis for
the unstratified data set classified 45% of the cases
correctly. Again, stratifying the data improved the
prediction (Table 9).
When the two years were combined, the percent
correctly classified by ecoregion was about 60% for
each of the ecoregions (Table 9). As the number of
segments increased, the number correctly classified
decreases probably due to increasing variability in
segment characteristics. For highly variable (and
probably non-normally distributed) data such as
this, these percentages are actually quite promising.
These results indicated that, at least on a preliminary
basis pending further refinement of the classification scheme, the variables chosen were meaningful
for classifying valley segments.

Table 9. Percentages of valley segment types classified
correctly by discriminate analysis technique.
Ecoregion
1989

I

2

3

8

% Correct

86

64

61

100

Number of Cases

22

36

23

13

I

% Correct Unstratified = 48%, n--94

1990
% Correct

94

58

100

9O

Number of Cases

17

43

11

21

% Correct Unstratified = 45%, n--92

1989 & 1990 Combined

Channel Width and Depth

% Correct

56

50

62

68

Mean bankfull width and mean bankfull depth
values were calculated for each segment in the
survey. Figure 7 shows valley segments versus
channel width. The range of channel widths for a
given segment type is rather substantial for all
segments except F2, F5, U1, U2, and V3. The range
in widths measured for segment types suggests that
this large range is due to inherent natural variability
or that a number of segments surveyed have had
major channel changes due to disturbance events.
To examine this element further, all segments were
sorted as a function of channel width and placed in
one of five arbitrary channel size classes (Figure 8).
For all segment s in a particular width class, the trend
is for increasing width to depth ratio as bankfull

Number of Cases

39

79

34

34

channel width increases. That is, streams become
relatively more shallow as their bankfull width
increases. This is in agreement with conventional
expectations of how river channels behave.
Figure 9 shows the plot of bankfull width by G/
C index. As might be expected due to the inherent
relationship between G/C index and confinement,
channel bankfull width tends to decrease as gradient
and confinement increase.

Valley Segment Classification
Figure 7. Bankfull width by valley segment type. Boxes show median and quartiles. Ticks are at maximum and minimum,
"X" denotes the mean,

The response of some stream channels to increased peak flows and increased sediment loads can
sometimes be deduced from such indicators as
bankfull width and the ratio of width to mean depth.
Interpretation of simple measurements of these channel characteristics involves a comparison with known
expected values or, lacking that, upon prediction of
these geometric relationships in undisturbed conditions. No such predictive indices currently exist for
forested streams in Washington. We suggest that a
regional index of channel geometry such as one
proposed by Orsborn (1990) is essential to determining the net effect of land-use impacts on stream
channels. Sorting segment data by basin area might
also help eliminate scatter in channel width values
seen in the data and help sort out whether the large
range in width values is due to natural variation or
the result of basin disturbances. This exercise would
take some time but is fairly straight forward since

segment boundaries will be clearly delineated on
base maps and an electronic digitizer used to calculate basin areas.
Channel Substrate
.particle Size: Pebble counts using the Wolman
(1954) method were included in only the 1990
segment survey. These counts were averaged and a
mean particle size was calculated for all samples of
a particular segment type (Figure 10). Substrate size
distribution as a function of segment type alone does
not seem to present any clear trend or pattern. In this
instance a valley segment type designation does not
allow prediction of mean substrate size. Using the
G/C index the distribution of mean particle size and
ranges seems to increase and narrow, respectively as
a function of increasing segment gradient and channel confinement (Figure 11). Not surprisingly this
suggests that channel gradient and confinement are
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Figure 10, Substrate size by valley segment classification. Boxes show median and quartiles, ’Ticks are at maximum and
minimum. "X" denotes the mean.
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lyze cobble embeddedness, adopting elements of
both Burns (1984) and Skille and King (1989). This
method takes considerable time and as such was not
included in the standard field survey.

1

2

3

Gradient / Confinement Index
Figure 11. Substrate size by gradient confinement index.
Boxes show median and quartiles. Ticks are at maximum and
minimum. "X" denotes the mean.

determinant factors in D5D size particles within the
channel substrate.
The rationale for including particle size sampling
in this monitoring survey was to provide information useful to the anticipated work of the Sediment
Hydrology and Mass Wasting Steering Committee
of TFW. Recent developments in the area of stream
geomorphology have included techniques to calculate the two year flow event and channel geometry
based in part on the diameter of the particle size.,; of
channel substrate. Most of the streams in forested
areas do not have flow gauges located on them.
Information about increased flood flows is therefore
generally not existent. This variable was included to
serve the interest Of learning whether flood flows
have been changed by basin harvesting and if subse-quent channel changes have resulted from increased
flow and sediment.
Embeddedness: A visual estimate of percent
substrate embeddedness (four categories) is made
during the pebble counts discussed above. This
feature is included in the segment summary reports
available for every segment surveyed. No further
analysis of trends for this parameter have yet been
made. This information, although subjective, is
primarily useful for giving a relative sense of the
extent of the problem when seen in areas of known
spawning activity by salmon and trout. It is not truly
quantitative and should only he used to "red flag" an
area where more detailed evaluation of the incidence
of fines is warranted because of concern for incubating eggs or alevins. Burton and Harvey (1990) have
developed an excellent method to sample and aria-
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Sediment Sources: Sources of sediment input
were considered important features to note during
the horizontal survey. Both length of bank cutting
and areas of slope failure were estimated during the
survey. This information is summarized on the
individual reports for each segment and in the high
level segment summary (Appendix D). This information gives a relative sense of the extent and nature
of erosion throughout a stream segment. Survey
crews expressed some uncertainty about distinguishing between slope failures caused by hillslope processes and those triggered by erosion at the toe of a
slope adjacent to the stream.
Cross-sectional Profile Survey: Cross-sectional
profile survey data at 27 transects located within the
Pysht River were plotted for 1989 and 1990 data. A
sample is shown in Figure 12.
Preliminary results show that considerable annual bed-elevation fluctuations occurred at transects
in the low-gradient mainstream. For example, two
scourchains and two bead monitors were installed at
depths > 0.5 meters along Transect 3A (Figure 12)
at the lower most surveyed station in the mainstream. None of these four monitors could he
recovered in the 1990 or 1991 survey after excavating at their known installation positions along the
transect. This suggests that mainstream spawning in
this reach would be unsuccessful because the depth
of scour due to winter storms exceeded the typical
depth to which salmon redds are built. Bed elevation
in 1990 had a net increase at surveyed points along
Transect 3A as much as 0.33 m from 1989 levels. At
the time of installation (1989) a steelhead redd was
noted approximately 7 meters upstream of this
transect.
Such information on scour and fill events is
essential to evaluating impacts on spawning areas in
forested streams. Permanent transects and the use
of these techniques could easily be included as a part
of any other future monitoring efforts.
Large Woody Debris
LWD Count: An index of woody debris, combined logs and root wads per 1000 feet (305 m) of
stream channel, is given for all segment types in
Figure 13. The woody debris loading index was
highly variable but was relatively low for pooled F-

type segments with only 13 of 40 segments (32%)
having > 40 pieces per 1000 feet. V-type segments,
as a class, had generally higher woody debris loading, with the exception of V3 types that are highly
constrained bedrock canyon reaches. Most notable
were V1 segments with 21 of 37 segments (57%)
having > 40 pieces per 1000 feet (median = 78 per
1000 ft), and some V 1 segments having loading rates
in excess of 450 pieces per 1000 ft. When LWD
count per 1000 ft was plotted against G/C index,
steeper, more confined segments have a higher
count, although the quartile ranges are essentially
constant from indices 2-4 (Figure 14). Interpretation of these data is difficult until more information
on actual basin history can be assembled. Riparian
stand information is available from this project and
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Figure 14. Number of logs per 1000 ft. of stream by valley
gradient/confinement index. Boxes show median and
quartiles. Ticks are at maximum and minimum. "X" denotes
the mean.
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can be included in future analysis of LWD loading
and distribution,
LWD Count vs. Bankfull Width & Segment
Type: The number of pieces of woody debris as a
function of valley segment type was examined. All
sites in the 1989-90 data, with the exception of two
segments in old growth condition from the Hoh
River, are in areas of commercial timber harvest,
Woody debris loading for selected segment types is
plotted by channel bankfull width (Figure 15).

Moderate gradient (2-6%) V-shaped valley segments (V1 type) retain relatively large amounts of
woody debris when channel width is below 40
meters. V-shaped high gradient segments (6-11%)
known as V2 types are generally narrower in channel width. Such segments retained relatively less
woody debris overall than V1 types, especially as
channel width exceeded 30 meters. Alluviated
mountain valley segments lying Within V-shaped
valley, known as V4 types, seem to show a similar
trend, as bankfull width increases the woody debris
loading index declines. Patterns in woody debris
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loading index for moderate slope bound segments
(M1), alluviated moderate slope bound segments
(M2), and wide mainstream valley segment types
(F3) showed little trend in woody debris loading and
channel width, a somewhat surprising fact perhaps
explained by the tendency to have woody debris
clumped in logjams rather than distributed throughout a channel.
Future analysis of the relationship between woody
debris and riparian stand condition might be revealing, especially when coupled with information on
past disturbance within the basin. Data provided
through a consultant contract for Charley Creek,
Taneum Creek, Mashel River, Snow Creek, and the
Pysht River will be used to expand on this idea. An
examination of differences in woody debris loading
in sites located on the east side of the state versus the
west side will be included. Data from segments
located within old growth forests collected during
the 1991 season will also be added to the analysis.
Percent Habitat Area
The pool: riffle and pool: riffle: cascade ratios
for each valley segment surveyed are given in Appendix D. These relationships are difficult to interpret because no standards for the ideal or expected
ratios have been established for valley segment or
channel types, especially a standard that relates to
differing disturbance histories. However, as information is gained on these ratios for various disturbance histories (including old growth areas) we may
expect to gradually construct a set of standards for
expected ratios to judge the magnitude and signifi-

cance of stream conditions recorded at individual
stream sites.
Pool Area: Figure 16 displays the percent of total
in stream habitat area attributable to pools by segment type. Pools provided the least amount of
habitat area for H3, U3 and U4 segments. Pools are
generally not common in high gradient streams such
as H3 types that are usually dominated by cascade
type units. The paucity of pools in the U3 and U4
types is more curious. The individual data sets
comprising these areas need to be examined to
understand the cause of this low pool area. The
influence of gradient and confinement on percent of
total habitat areas comprised by pools can be seen in
Figure 17. As gradient and confinement increase the
percent of pools decreases. In all cases however, the
range in percent values is quite broad.
_1’991Tvoe Frequency: The percent of each of the
four major categories of pools by segment type is
shown in Figure 18. Again sorting the data by
segment type alone does little to reveal patterns from
which one can make meaningful conclusions. For
instance dammed pools and plunge pools are usually
associated with large woody debris that nearly always spans the full width of the wetted stream,
except in high gradient reaches. For high gradient
H3 segments nearly 90% of all pools are plunge
pools resulting from either woody debris or boulders. Damned pools were most commonly found in
U2 type segments. When this variable is sorted by
gradient/confinement as in Figure 19 it becomes
clear that scour pools comprise the highest percent-
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Figure 16. Percent of stream comprised by pools vs. valley segment type. Boxes show median and quartiles. Ticks are at
maximum and minimum. "X" denotes the mean.
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age of all pools in all segments. A clear but gradual
trend of decreasing scour pool frequency can be seen
as gradient and confinement increase.
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In stream Obstructions Forming Pools; The percent of pools formed by organic obstructions (woody
debris) by segment type in shown in Figure 20. No
clear trend can be seen in the data sorted by segment
type alone. Woody debris accounts for at least 50%
of pool formation in eight of the 15 segment types
evaluated. Although sample sizes for each valley
segment are not equal, woody debris accounted for
>70% of all pools formed in segment type U1 (n =
4), an unconstrained lower gradient (<3%) stream
running through a glacially carved U-shaped valley.
Organic obstructions accounted for <20% pool formation in V3 segments (n = 3) which are highly

Gradient / Confinement Index
Figure 17. Percent of stream comprised by pools vs. gradient/
confinement index. Boxes show median and quartiles. Ticks
are at maximum and minimum. "X" denotes the mean.
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Figure 18. .Relative p0ol type frequency by valley segment type.
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Figure 19, Relative pool type frequency by gradient/confinement index.
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Valley Segment Classification
Figure 20. Percent of pool obstructions formed by organic
debris vs. valley segment type.

constrained, steep gradient bedrock controlled canyon reaches. In contrast V4 segments (n = 24) which
are unconstrained alluviated mountain valleys with
wide floodplains, showed nearly 65 % of pools formed
by organic obstructions.
The pool forming obstruction data was sorted by
G/C index (Figure 21). Non-organic obstructions
(boulders, bedform) accounted for more pools in
segments having higher gradients and confinement,
while organic debris accounted for more pools in
lower gradient segments, when it was abundant. The
highest pool frequency (63%) formed by organic
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Ideal indicators for monitoring the impacts of
land management activities should be highly sensifive (responsive) to management actions, have low
spatial and temporal variability, be accurate, precise
and easy to measure, and be directly related to the
resources of concern. They should provide useful
feedback to land managers, directly link management activities to the status of the resource of
concern, allow statistical inferences to be made to
larger land areas not sampled and allow quantitative
estimates of risk and uncertainty. Unfortunately,
ideal parameters do not exist, and monitoring projects
are rarely able to fulfill all of these objectives
(MacDonald et al., 1991).
Selection of Field Methods
If monitoring is to detect change in an important
variable, the method should provide a reliable measure (i.e., accurate) at the appropriate resolution
(i.e., precision). Many of the methods were selected
because they would give a reasonable assessment of
the variable of concern, and could thus serve as a
"red flag" to focus future attention in areas that
merited further investigation of a more rigorous
nature. Methods that would reduce subjectivity
were chosen where ever practical. The extensive
monitoring survey was designed to be applied
throughout a broad geographic area using temporary
field staff-- its methods had to be easily taught, and
consistently applied in the field.
Interpreting Cause and Effect

50%
25%

C3

O

obstructions is for segments that are moderately
constrained and with moderate gradient (<5%).
Steeper more highly confined channels had the least
amount (40%) of organic obstructions.
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Gradient / Confinement Index

Figure 21. Percent of pool obstructions formed by organic
debris vs. gradient confinement index.

Attempting to implement a stream monitoring
project across a large land mass is complicated by
inherent variability imposed by diverse combinations of climate, geology, vegetation, and land form.
Regional reference sites (Hughes, 1986) that would
allow a basis of comparison to "steady state" conditions are in short supply due to historical and current
harvesting patterns state wide. Only a few old growth
forested stream segment sites are included in the
current monitoring database, although over two
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dozen segments from such sites were surveyed
during the 1991 field season.
Because there is much unquantified variability
across the landscape, it is difficult to distinguish
between natural inherent variability, that associated
with past natural or man-caused disturbance events
(e.g., fires, hydrologic storm events, timber harvesting, grazing), or the consequences of current forest
practices intended to protect public resources. This
variability can be clearly seen in the data from this
monitoring project.
At the geographic scale of watersheds and at
distribution and rates of timber harvest, there is no
control over "treatments" applied to watersheds or
streams (Hilborn and Waiters, 1981). Since an
upstream-downstream or before-and-after-impact
approach is unlikely, finding unimpacted streams
with similar watershed features to those sites sub-.
jected to forest harvesting should be a high priority
in future site selection.
Interpretation of apparent trends will be consid..
erably enhanced as accumulating information:
1) allows comparison to a "before" condition or
some reference site that is similar in character
and history (e.g., 1991 field data);
2) includes an understanding of the natural charac.ter and disturbance and management history;
3) ensures that survey procedures are repeated at the
same sites at three to five year intervals to detect
changes over time and trends in the condition of
the stream.
Classification as a Tool in Monitoring
Recent development of stream classification
schemes has emphasized geomorphology and a
stream’s relationship to its watershed across a wide
range of scales. (Lotspeich and Platts, 1989; Rosgen,
1985; Frissell, et al., 1986; Naiman, et al., 1992).
Use of an appropriate classification scheme should
allow between-basin comparisons of in stream habitat across a number of diverse ecoregions (Omernik
and Gallant 1986), valley forms, geomorphic characters and channel conditions. However, design of
an effective and practical landscape classification
must be integrated with essential information on
both natural features and man-induced alterations
(road density, stand age, erosional sources).
At present it appears that no single classification
system at any of the spatial scales of interest cur-

rently available can meet the needs expressed by
TFW. If such a system is desired, it will need to be
developed through a concerted integrated effort to
encompass the range of spatial scales from habitat
units to the subregion or province level.
Ecoregion Level
The attempts at relating segment type to in stream
habitat stratified by ecoregion were promising but
inconclusive. As the first attempt at stratifying the
state, ecoregion alone does not appear to provide
much useful predictive power in explaining the
nature of streams as defined by valley segments, or
the stream habitat condition therein. Further refinement of physiographic province and basin level
attributes currently underway should provide more
useful correlates (J. Omernik, EPA Corvallis, Oregon, personal communication).
Valley Segment Level
Specific comparisons between valley segment
types have revealed some differences on certain
habitat responses. Interpretation of this information
is restricted by an inability to account for the inherent variability and the role of past impacts on
streams. Furthermore, inherent limitations for data
analysis exist within this system. Segment types are
merely descriptive. Stream characteristics often
vary arbitrarily between groups rather than in a
systematic manner such as trends in important characteristics. These trends are easier to plot, analyze,
and summarize than purely categorical data. Re suits
from comparisons of multiple valley-segment types
are, therefore, often not intuitive and are difficult to
summarize.

The stream channel classification scheme currently used is ill suited for the purposes of stratifying
stream segments when the objective is to account for
inherent differences in segment character in a systematic way. Although Cupp (1989) and Beechie
and Sibley (1990) indicate that there are some
differences between valley segments types reflected
at the habitat unit level, the "type" designation for
valley segment is meant to denote a unique combination of basin and channel geomorphic characteristics. Beechie and Sibley (manuscript in review)
indicated that there is a substantial overlap among
the combinations of the six diagnostic criteria used
to differentiate among segment types, and further
suggest that the a priori nature of the criteria ignore
the influence basin level processes for hydrology
and sediment delivery may have on in stream habitat
character.
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The valley segment approach, while useful in
identifying the broad character of a stream reach, is
not truly systematic because attributes do not occur
along a continuum. The relative influence of each
diagnostic attribute is different for any given segment type. Thus, types are purely categorical rather
than systematic. Diagnostic features such as channel gradient do not have discrete values that distinguish one type from another (see discussion on
rationale for’ G/C index to illustrate this point further). Additionally, there are no "rules" described
for two of the most important variables, i.e. geology
and confinement. Channel gradient and confinement for segment types fall within overlapping
range of values. These factors greatly confound the
task of sorting field data for analysis. Discrete
values for these should be considered as the primary
features in revising this classification scheme.
Habitat Unit Level
The habitat unit classification system currently
being used (Sullivan 1986) is hierarchical in that it
subdivides pools and riffle units into six and five
units respectively, primarily based upon their gradient. As the results of the quality assurance tests
show, this habitat classification scheme is difficult
to apply consistently across the variations of stream
size and character encountered in this state wide
survey, especially by temporary field crews. It does
not account for all of the habitat features encountered, nor can field crew members he taught to
unerringly identify its components. Even when the
gradient criteria are applied, consistency is a problem. Also, the criteria suggested seem to be difficult
to apply across the range of sizes of streams, i.e.,
there is no easy way m "size" the criteria to the
stream being surveyed. The gradient criteria which
is the basis for distinguishing one refit type from
another does not account for all conditions encountered. One approach worth evaluating is that of
applying "fuzzy set theory" to habitat unit identification (Roberts 1989) which could accommodate
the inherent limitation of picking only one habitat
unit label to describe the occurrence of a unit.
Hawkins et al. (199I) suggest that more than one
system of habitat classification may be necessary to
account for the inherent variability experienced with
streams of different sizes. A more discrete set of
rules needs to be formulated to ensure consistency in
identification and reduce subjectivity, or unit types
should be compressed to three or four easily recognizable types. In the latter case, however, the
taxonomy of habitat units would be simplified to the

point of losing valuable information about the subtle
but important determinants of fish habitat quality
and quantity. The ability to distinguish between
important qualitative differences of stream reaches
would be lost. Types of habitat that contribute
critical refuge for juvenile fishes during winter
periods would go unaccounted for in the inventory.
Conversely, the value of certain pool types such as
scour pools may be grossly overstated.
Basin level changes in the amount and timing of
watershed discharge and sediment routing through
the stream channel and the recruitment and retention
of in stream woody debris are the predominant management related factors that determine the present
condition of the response variables included in the
survey. The focus of the analysis to date has been on
pools formed by woody debris loading and its role in
forming pools. There are several interesting variations on this theme that should be considered in
future analyses of the data. These include the role of
riparian stand condition on woody debris, and differences in pool types as a function of gradient and
channel confinement where discrete values for segments can be determined from maps. There may be
other correlates but they appear to be masked by
different disturbance histories. More information
on disturbance history will ultimately be needed to
properly reconstruct cause and effect.
Habitat Complexity; Empirical evidence suggested by the data and from field site visits suggests
that where woody debris loading is low, scour pools
occur more frequently in reaches bordered by clearcut and second growth systems than other pool types
such as plunge pools and dammed pools. The latter
pool types axe typically associated with fully spanning logs. This corroborates what was found by
Bilby and Ward (1991) where plunge pools formed
by LWD were significantly more common at oldgrowth sites than all stream-size classes at secondgrowth sites and overall pool frequency was significantly greater at old-growth sites than the other two
stand age classes.
Some pool types may be more highly "valued" by
salmonids during critical life stages than their occurfence in the stream would suggest. For instance,
deep pools may provide hydraulic refuge habitat for
juvenile fish during winter storm flows that would
,otherwise force these fish from the stream. This
critical winter habitat may be more limiting to smolt
production than summer low flow habitat. Measuring these subtle features and the characteristics they
provide is the subject of ongoing research through
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the Big Fish Project (P. Peterson, CSS, Univ. of
Washington, personal communication).
Topics for future analysis include:
1) investigating the frequency of occurrence of the
habitat sequence of low gradient fifties - slipfaced cascades - scour pools, which are typically
associated with streams with little or no large
woody debris;
2) an analysis of mean pool depth and maximum
pool depth as indicators of pool quality and
persistence (C. Frissell, Oregon State University,
personal communication).
Woody Debris: Bilby and Ward (1991) found
that frequency of LWD in clear-cut and second
growth sites for streams 15 m wide was 50% and
59% respectively of that found in old growth streams
of the same width. In channels 5 m wide, this
relationship was found to be increase to 56% and
77% respectively. Wood volume was greatest in
streams with old growth riparian zones when channel widths exceeded 10 m. Such comparisons using
our survey data are difficult because of the need to
choose streams with similar channel character to
those used by Bilby and Ward. Murphy and Koski
(1989) found that differences in channel type (and
thus stream power) played a large role in determin-.
ing the amount of woody debris occurring in a given
reach of stream. But these comparisons should be
quite revealing, especially when using data from the
27 old growth segments surveyed in 1991.
Channel Bankfull Width. profile and Width_to
Channel dimensions are highly correlated with size of the basin (drainage area) and
magnitude of flood events with a relatively consistent recurrence interval of 1.5 years (Dunne &
Leopold, 1978). Changes in either basin hydrology
or sediment load will leave their imprint on channel
dimensions. In an assessment of stream channel
condition, Madej (1978) designed and calibrated a
regional index of channel width, depth and crosssectional area and compared predicted dimensions
with actual dimensions from Big Beef Creek (Kitsap
County, WA). Orsbom (1990) has suggested incorporating a regional model of basin and channel
characteristics into a long-term monitoring project.
A regional approach to calibrating channel conditions would allow some "standard" of comparison
between predicted and actual channel profiles,
thereby offering some quantitative assessment of
cumulative watershed effects on forested stream
channels and fish habitat. Such standards are essen-

tial to interpretation of data from this monitoring
effort.
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
1) Since monitoring is by its very nature an iterative
process, repeat surveys of stream reaches should
be conducted every three to five years to detect
changes in important variables.
2) The Cupp (1989) valley segment classification
system, while promising, does not work well in a
state wide application involving a multi-team approach. Being more categorical than systematic,
it seem to be as much art as science; this causes
difficulty in training field personnel to use the
classification system.
3) A new approach should be taken for continued
analysis of data from the segments already surveyed. One suggestion is to stratify them by
actual gradient values taken from 1:24,000 USGS
maps for the segment of interest, by a measure or
index of confinement or ratio of active channel
width to valley width, watershed area and precipitation.
4) An understanding of the specific character and
disturbance history of a basin is essential to
insightful interpretation of the current condition
of aquatic resources in any given basin.
5) A sense of what streams should look like in their
natural state (i.e. not subjected to land-use related
impacts) is essential to determining whether a
particular stream is in "good" or "bad" condition.
A general"profile" of stream condition cannot be
formulated unless and until a standard reference
or expected condition can be determined.
6) The habitat unit typing system used in this project
needs further refinement to minimize the variability from observer to observer. Measurable
attributes should be generated to allow more
reliable discrimination between habitat unit types.
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APPENDIX A. INDIVIDUAL VALLEY SEGMENT SUMMARIES

[)am from the 1990 Ambient Monitoring field season have been consolidated into Individual Valley
Segment Summaries (see sample on page A-2). Each summary consists of one page of descriptive
information, Some of the information is simply reported as entered on the field forms, while other
information is the result of calculations based on the data. These calculations are described below to assist
in the interpretation of the summaries.
Segment Length - The cumulative segment length
based on the horizontal control survey.
Mean Gradient - The average segment gradient
based on measured values from the horizondal controI survey.
Bankfull Width/Depth - The average segment
bankfull width/depth based on measured values
form the horizontal control survey.
Width/Depth Ratio - The total of all bankfull
width measurements divided by the total of all
bankfull depth measurements.
Pool/Riffle/Cascade Ratio - The total corrected
area of all pools to the total corrected area of all
fifties to the total corrected area of all cascades. (See
Total Area below for a description of corrected
area.)
Habitat Units
Code, Description - The three letter alpha
designator for habitat units, followed by a de.,
scription of the unit type.
Freq. - The frequency of occurence of each
habitat unit type.
% Total - The percent contribution of each
habitat unit type given the total number of habitat
units in the segment.
Mean RPD - The average residual pool
depth derived by subtracting pool depth 1 from
pool depth 2.
CF - The correction factor generated from
the pairs of measured and estimated units
dimentions of the given unit type. The correction
factor, based on the methods of Hankin and Reeves
(1988), is the sum of the measured areas divided
by the sum of the estimated areas for all paired
measurements. A blank correction factor implies
that the areas for the given unit type were either
all measured or all estimated. (See Appendix C
for more information on correction factors.)

Total Area - The total corrected area, in
square meters, for each habitat unit type. The
corrected area for a given unit type is the total
estimated area of all units of the given type,
multiplied by the correction factor described
above.
95% C.I. - The 95% confidence interval for
the total corrected areas. Lower bound = total
area minus 95% C.I. (lower bound is 0 of calculated value is less than 0); upper bound =total area
minus 95% C.I. A confidence interval of 0.0
means that all units of the given type were measured. A missing confidence interval indicated
that all units of the given type were estimated.
% Tot - The relative contribution of each
habitat unit type to the total area of all habitat
units in the segment.
Subsurface Flow - The number of
occurences, and the total length of subsurface
flow in the main and side channels.
Land Use - The percent contribution of each
category of land use over the entire segment. Land
use data were collected for each habitat unit. The
reported values reflect a weighting based on the
lengths of the individual habitat units.
Substrate - The percent contribution of each
catagory of substrate based on pebble counts.
Seral Stage - The percent contribution of each
catagory of substrate based on data collected for
each habitat unit.
- The percent contribution of each
catagory of vegetative type based on data collected
for each habitat unit.
Canopy Closure - The mean % canopy closure
based on measured values taken periodically during
the collection of habitat unit data. The minimum and
maximum % closure readings are also reported.

NOTE: Blank entries in any fields of the segment reference and physical description sections imply that
the information was not available.
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APPENDIX B. FIELD-DATA COLLECTION FORMS

Attached are sample field-data collection forms. These forms are optically scannable and printed on
waterproof paper. A detailed description of these forms and their use is contained in Ralph, t990.
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APPENDIX C. USING VISUAL ESTIMATION IN A WATERSHED MONITORING STUDY

Loveday L. Conquest, Tamre P. Cardoso, Kristy D. Seidel, Stephen C. Ralph
Center for Quantitative Science
Center for Stream Side Studies, University of Washington
INTRODUCTION

Hankin and Reeves (1984) introduced a method
to determine habitat area using visual estimation.
The method involves estimating physical dimensions for all channel units in a segment of a stream
and actually measuring only a subsample of these.
The subsample with pairs of estimated and measured
values allows the calculation of a ratio estimator
representing the magnitude of observer bias. This
method has greatest utility when observations are
consistently biased either above or below the measured values.
The underlying assumptions for valid use of a
ratio estimator as a correction factor are:
1) The data, consisting of paired estimated and
measured units, follow a linear relationship passing through the origin.
2) The variance of the estimate increases proportionally with the size of the unit.
Currently there is much interest in monitoring/the
condition of small stream fish habitat throughout the
state. When undertaking such a large scale project,
it is important to use sampling methods which
maximize efficiency of data collection without sacrificing reliability. The Hankin and Reeves visual
estimation technique is intended to accomplish this.
The technique was developed and tested with a small
group of highly trained and closely supervised observers.

following three techniques were used to assess model
fit.
1) Graphical display of each of the data sets from
which a correction factor was generated.
2) Calculation of indicators of the strength of the
linear relationship between paired data (r-squared;
influence of outlying points)
3) Consideration of the effect of sample size on
confidence in model fit and the precision of
results.
RESULTS
Many of the data sets from which correction
factors were generated resulted in poor model fit.
The two main reasons for poor fit were the inability
of callers to be consistent, and the small number of
paired points in a subsample used to calculate a
correction factor. The distribution of the number of
paired observations is shown in Figure 1. Eightyfour percent of the paired measurements had less
than 10 points. A minimum of 10 paired measurements is recommended for use in calculating correction factors.

Subsample size < 10: 84%

In the Timber, Fish and Wildlife Ambient Monitoring Project (TFW/AMP), where the Hankin and
Reeves technique was used in the collection of
habitat area data, such stringent control could not be
exercised. In order to assess how well the method
performs in this setting, we examined data collected
in 95 stream segments inventoried during the 1989
field season.
METHODS
Our analysis of the 95 stream segments was
focused on how well the data fit within the assumptions required for a valid ratio estimator. The

Subsample size >= 10: 16%
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Figure 3. Highly variable estimates.

Figure 5. Correction factor generated from only three data
points.

Figures 2 through 5 show representative examples of the various model fits for the analysis of
the 95 stream segments. On each plot, the dashed
line is the regression line through the points of paired
measurements. The solid line is the theoretical
estimated equals measured line. Points falling above
the solid line indicate underestimation while points
falling below the solid line indicate overestimation.
"R^2’’is the R2 value which provides an indication of
the strength of the linear relationship. The correction factor is denoted by "cf". A correction factor
greater than 1 indicates that measurements were
generally underestimated, while a correction factor
less than 1 indicates that measurements were generally overestimated,

Figure 2 shows an example that conformed well
to the Hankin and Reeves model. There were 52
paired measurements used to calculate the correction factor. The caller consistently underestimated
habitat measurements. The paired measurements
formed a good linear fit through the origin.
Figure 3 shows an example of highly variable
estimates that resulted in poor model fit. Although
there were 20 paired measurements used to calculate
the correction factor, the caller was extremely inconsistent. The resulting data did not meet the basic
linearity assumptions for a ratio estimator model
Figure 4 shows another example from an inconsistent caller. The caller both under and over estimated habitat areas and as a result, ended up with a
correction factor (0.95) that had little effect. The
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under and over estimation basically cancelled ,out
each other. The net effect of the correction factor
was to cause an overall slight correction for overestimation.
Figure 5 shows an example of a correction factor
generated from only three data points. Although the
R-squared value (0.98) suggested a good linear fit,
the linear relationship did not extend through (or
close to) the origin. Further, the extremely overes-.
timated point strongly influenced the linear fit.
There is not enough data to determine whether or not
the overestimated point was an outlier or a typical
point.
CONCLUSIONS

The confidence in the accuracy of many habitat
area estimates is low due to the small sample sizes
used to compute correction factors. Many correction factors were based on four or less paired measurements. Cases of poor model fit were generally
observer dependent and habitat type independent.
Many observers had difficulty in consistently under
or over estimating unit parameters.
The types of problems listed above occur, in part,
as a consequence of the inherent difficulty with
training and control on a large scale project.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are made based
on the results of this analysis:
1) Provide more extensive and individualized training for field personnel.
2) Conduct follow-up sessions with crews to ensure
that methods are being properly implemented.
3) Screen field crew applicants for their ability to
consistently estimate physical dimensions, and
for their availability to work the entire field
season.
4) If the above measures cannot be implemented or
prove insufficient to ensure reliability of the data,
measure all habitat units.
5) Incorporate a quality assurance program as a part
of regular data collection.
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APPENDIX D. HIGH LEVEL VALLEY SEGMENT SUMMARIES

Segment level characteristics which allow comparison of all of the valley segment surveyed in 1989 and
1990 are included in this appendix. The following description will be helpful in interpreting the data.

- The year of the survey.
Ecoregion - Denotes the location of the segment in one of the following ecoregions: ( 1 ) Coastal including
Olympic Peninsula, (2) Puget Lowlands, (4) Cascade Range (both East & West sides), and (8) Northern
Rockies. The "A" and "B" designation refer to most typical and least typical of that region’s character,
respectively.
- This refers to bankfull width,
W/D - The width:depth ratio.
P/R - Refers to pool:riffle, although Pool / Riffle / Cascade ratio is also given.
Segment length - Total length of the segment based on horizontal control turning point distances.
(NOTE: Some of these are in error because the surveyor coded in the measurement units incorrectly. These
errors did not come to our attention until data were more carefully reviewed. Making these corrections will
be done by going back to the original data sheet:, verifying the error and then editing the database.)
Bank Cutting - The length of bank cutting indicates the lineal length of both right and left banks showing
significant erosion. Measured in meters.
Mean Canopy - Mean canopy closure expressed as a percentage.

